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In 2004, Arsenal achieved footballing immortality when Arsene Wenger's Gunners went through an entire
season unbeaten. That team will forever be known as `The Invincibles', but 13 years beforehand, there was
another Arsenal team who should have achieved that accolade first. George Graham's title winning team of
1990/91 lost just one game in an amazing season - having to overcome some unbelievable set-backs in order
to win the Championship.The team's inspirational captain, Tony Adams, being sent to prison, a more rigorous
fixture schedule, a mid-match brawl that led to the only points deduction to have ever been given to a club -
before or since - are just some of the crazy circumstances that the Arsenal team of 1990/91 had to overcome.

If they were to achieve this they would almost certainly do it with a greater point tally. A truly unbelievable
season Pick up a copy now.

Arsenal Invincibles

That team will forever be known as The Invincibles but 13 years beforehand there was another Arsenal team
who. After such a long time without a league title there are bound to be a few. Tillfälligt slut. by Betts Dan.

The former Cameroon international enjoyed a trophy laden spell in north London winning two titles
including the Invincible season in 200304. In 2004 Arsène Wengers Arsenal achieved footballing immortality
after going through an entire season unbeaten.. FREE Returns. Arsenals Invincible Midfield During the clubs
more successful periods Arsene Wenger relied on a combination of technique and physicality with Patrick
Vieira and Gilberto Silva forming a formidable partnership in the middle of the park. Led by Henry Pirès

Ljungberg Sol Campbell Bergkamp and Ashley Cole they achieved the feat of r. Arsenals 200304 Invincible
Premier League season arguably represents the greatest feat in the competitions history. In May 2002 Arsenal
beat Manchester United to regain the Premier League and equal Prestons record of not losing an away match
all season. NEARLY INVISIBLES TO ALMOST INVINCIBLES Arsenal FC 1996 1998 How Wengers first
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Double was won. Almost an Invincible his body had proved to be anything but. Thirty years ago Arsenal
George Graham and his multitalented but miniscule squad began a campaign that should be ranked amongst

our finest achievements.
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